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Chapter 5 

The Chern-Simons mapping 

5.1 Introduction 
In this chapter we finally come to the subject of the fractional quantum Hall effect. We 
perform the Chern-Simons mapping on the three scenarios that were discussed in the 
previous chapters: (1) the bulk theory, (2) the chiral edge boson theory for both short-
ranged and long-ranged disorder and (3) the Q-theory for percolating edge states at the 
plateau transitions. 

In section 2.4 we derived, at tree level, an effective bulk action for A^ in the case of 
weak magnetic fields. In section 5.2 we map this action to obtain a theory for i /ssl /(2p). 
We find that the conductances in this regime transform according to the SL(2,Z) mapping 
a —> a/(2pa+l). Additionally, we compute the contribution of the statistical gauge fields to 
the specific heat. For the problem with Coulomb interactions we find that the singularity 
structure of the theory is not modified. This demonstrates that the composite fermion 
approach to the half integral effect is free of infrared trouble. On the other hand, for a 
system with finite range interactions complications do arise. The statistical gauge fields 
in this case give rise to a divergent quasiparticle d.o.s. 

In chapter 4 we established the relation between the Q-field approach to the iqHe 
and the theory of chiral edge bosons. In section 5.3 we introduce C-S fluctuations aß in 
the edge boson theory and integrate them out. In this procedure the C-S fluctuations 
are defined on the entire two dimensional plane while the electronic degrees of freedom 
are confined to the half plane. The mapping leads to the familiar A'-matrix structure 
of the edge excitations [24, 25, 26, 8, 77]. In section 5.4 we introduce electron tunneling 
operators into the iqHe edge boson theory and redo the mapping of section 5.3, obtaining 
quasiparticle tunneling operators and tunneling exponents. The Kane-Fisher-Polchinski 
result [37] for tunneling between a Fermi liquid and a quantum Hall state is found. 

In view of the fact that the Luttinger liquid theory of the quantum Hall edge has 
already been extensively investigated following the phenomenological theory of Wen [77], 
it may be helpful to stress some of the main differences between the standard approach 
and our direct microscopic way of obtaining a theory of the edge. First, our edge theory 
is coupled to the external electromagnetic field throughout the derivation. This obviously 
has considerable technical as well as conceptual advantages. For example, the appearance 
of the so-called chiral anomaly [5, 52] plays a crucial role in relating the Hall conductance 
as an edge phenomenon unambiguously to the Hall conductance as a bulk phenomenon. 
In this way we avoid mistakes in applying ad hoc pictures like the Landauer-Büttiker 
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formalism [36]. The chiral anomaly also provides an explicit demonstration of Laugh-
lin's gauge argument [57] and it plays a role in identifying the fractionally charged edge 
excitations. 

Secondly, the C-S mapping is ill-defined in the absence of long range interactions 
between the particles. For example, without the Coulomb interactions, the Hamiltonian 
for counter-flowing edge modes would become unbounded from below. The significance of 
long range interactions is inevitably overlooked in the phenomenological approach, where 
one is free to choose boundary conditions (velocities) and bounded Hamiltonians even for 
noninteracting particles. 

Thirdly, there is a difference in the way that quasiparticle operators and tunnelling 
exponents are obtained. Our flux attachment procedure leaves no room for ambiguities, 
since it directly maps the electron operators of the iqH edge into quasiparticle operators of 
the fqH edge. This procedure discriminates between opposite sides of an edge, thus giving 
a new, geometrical interpretation to fractionally charged edge excitations. Physically this 
means that tunnelling processes are described by different particles with different charge 
and statistics, depending on whether one tunnels through the vacuum or through the 
incompressible quantum Hall state. The duality transformation [5] that inverts the K-
matrix (compactification radius) can be interpreted as a reversal of the bulk and the 
vacuum. 

Finally, our velocity matrix is diagonal simultaneously with K. Since impurities have 
been dealt with in the first stages of our derivation, they do not make a second appearance 
in the form of inter-channel scattering of chiral bosons. Consequently, the calculation of 
tunnelling exponents is not plagued by the kind of non-universalities found by [36, 37] for 
counter-flowing modes. 

In order to facilitate the analysis of slowly varying potential fluctuations, we introduced 
in chapter 4 the concept of spatially separated edge channels. We argued that smooth 
potential fluctuations near the sample edge decompose the multiple (iqHe) edge states 
into physically distinguishable and separately conserved edge modes that correspond to 
Landau levels. Since in our theory of the dirty, sharp edge the various edge modes are 
assumed to scatter strongly amongst each other, it is a priori not entirely obvious whether 
a system of spatially separated edge modes maps onto a physically equivalent fqH state 
under the flux attachment transformation. This problem is closely related to the problem 
of counter-flowing edge modes and to a number of puzzles [48, 43] that recently arose in 
the context of the conventional A'-matrix approach. 

In section 5.5 we apply the flux attachment transformation to the case of separated 
edge channels. We obtain a rich structure of decomposed fqH edge states which is reminis
cent of the picture of multiple condensates in the hierarchy theory of the fqHe [68, 28, 31]. 
We find an enlarged dual symmetry of abelian quantum Hall states. We employ the en
larged duality in order to derive a complete classification of operators for fractionally 
charged edge excitations as well as tunnelling exponents. 

In the limit of large wavelengths (i.e. for distances large compared to the spatial 
separation between the edge modes) our theory of separated edge modes reduces in effect 
to a Luttinger liquid A'-matrix theory of a sharp edge. We use our explicit results for the 
'clean' and 'dirty' edges to show that they describe identical physics in the limit of large 
length scales. This not only means that the fractional quantum hall conductance is the 
same in both cases, but also identical exponents are obtained for the tunnelling of electrons 
and quasiparticles. For states with only chiral edge modes these results are precisely what 
one would naively expect. For more complicated states with counter-flowing components, 
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however, the relations are nontrivial. 
In section 5.5.5 we embark on the problem of arbitrary filling fractions in the fqH 

regime, following up on chapter 4. We use the idea of percolating edge states and derive 
an effective Luttinger liquid theory for tunnelling processes into the fqH edge. Here, the 
main idea is again that the long range Coulomb interactions between the edge and the 
localised bulk orbitals give rise to an effective, chiral action of edge excitations in which 
the neutral modes are strongly suppressed. Only the charged mode contributes to the 
tunnelling processes and the effective Luttinger liquid parameter varies continuously with 
the filling fraction v. This yields a tunnelling exponent l/i/ . 

In section 5.5.6 we investigate plateau transitions between fqH states that have the 
same value of p. We employ the percolating network model as in chapter 4 and perform 
the C-S mapping on the 1+1 dimensional Q-field theory. The results indicate that the 
critical aspects of the plateau transitions are quite generally the same for the integral 
and fractional regime, independent of the type of disorder (long range vs. short range). 
However, our results do not exhibit the SL(2,Z) symmetry that has been proposed in 
[51, 50, 38]. This symmetry, therefore, has no microscopic justification and it does not 
appear as a fundamental symmetry of the quantum phase transition. 

Statistical gauge fields 

In section 1.2.3 we showed the way in which statistical gauge fields are introduced and 
employed to 'map' the iqH regime into the fqH regime. Starting from a theory for the 
integer effect, one adds the fluctuations aß of the statistical gauge field to the electromag
netic fluctuations A^ and includes an extra Chern-Simons term -^— J a Ada in the action. 
Integration over a^ then yields a theory for the fractional effect, which one can think of 
as the integer effect of composite fermions that consist of an electron plus 2p bound flux 
quanta. The filling fractions in the Jain series are obtained in this way, 

(5.1.1) 
2pm + 1 

Notice that the iqHe theory that one starts with represents the saddle point theory of 
the sought after fqHe theory coupled to statistical gauge fields. In the Q-field formalism 
this mapping procedure works in an elegant way. As explained in section 2.3.3, the Q-
field only couples to the fluctuations since the T-matrix commutes with the zero frequency 
components of gauge fields. The static component of the statistical gauge field only enters 
into the underlying P-field theory. 

5.2 Chern-Simons mapping of the bulk theory 

5.2.1 Mapping of the conductances 

Let us first derive an effective action for the bulk of a fqH sample. Since we are primarily 
interested in the way the conductances a^ and <rxy are affected by the C-S mapping, it 
is easiest to start from the bulk action S[A,j\ (2.4.11) or, equivalently, 5[>5,$] (2.4.17). 
For simplicity we drop replica indices and only consider the case where (7^ = 0, i.e. weak 
magnetic fields. Since we are dealing with a weak magnetic field, the filling fraction we 
start with is large, m 2> 1^ resulting in a mapped filling v « l / ( 2 p ) . In order to bring the 
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C-S action for the statistical gauge field a^ into the form of (2.4.17), we write 

a, Cijdjij) ; a 0 = -d0ip. (5.2.1) 

This leads to the following extension of (2.4.17), 

5[$,*] -> S[* + <p, tf + V] + Scs[^, 0] (5.2.2) 

= -^E/d'«B«a{(**+^'**+^)M(ï+ï)+(^^)M-(ï}} 
n>0 ' 

with M as defined in (2.4.18) and Mcs given by 

Ma = 
1 

2po£ 
0 - 1 
1 0 

(5.2.3) 

Integrating out a^ (i.e. ip and rp) is straightforward but tedious. The result is an action 
precisely of the form (2.4.17), where the conductances a°} are replaced by the following 
expressions, 

(2jw£)* + (2j»£ + l)» 
1 

2p 

2pa°v + 1 

(2 jx£) ' + (2p<7°+l) 
(5.2.4) 

This result is precisely the SL(2,Z) transformation (1.2.14). It becomes exact in the limit 
a^ —» co, which is the weak coupling case considered here. Equation (5.2.4) applies also 
to the case where cr̂  -> 0 but with a modified definition of a° which is now integrally 
quantised. 

It is reasonable to assume that (5.2.4) gives a good overall description provided one is 
not too close to the critical plateau transition. In this case one expects the conductances to 
be broadly distributed. This then complicates the relation between average and measured 
conductances, and (5.2.4) is likely to be affected by the higher order response terms which 
gave been neglected in (2.4.11) [15]. It is important to remark that the SL(2,Z) mapping 
is neither unique nor universal, but that it depends on microscopic details of the system 
such as disorder. As we will see in section 5.5.6, the C-S gauge fields require a different 
treatment in a theory with slowly varying potential fluctuations, resulting in a different 
mapping between integer and fractional regimes. 

5.2.2 Internal energy; specific heat 

In order to decide whether the fluctuations in the C-S gauge fields are well-behaved, we 
next compute the free energy and extract from it the specific heat. Omitting replicas 
again, we write for p= 1 

det[M + M„] = G [l + (ucT? + * f ] + (2a° )"2 . (5.2.5) 

The contribution to the free energy can be written as 

5F = E / ^ l n {g I1 + ( W ' T ) 2 + n] + (2^)"2} • <5-2-6) 
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In particular, we consider the derivative with respect to temperature 

dSF _ \ - U 1 + M2+^K \ q2 , q2 Eh d\nT ^ J Q[\ + (UJCT)2 + a f ] + (2o£)"2 | y + nnY vg2 + KnY 

= V fd2o «n[l + ( u ; e r ) 2 + u ; e r / g ° ] g ^ _ 
^ y K n [ l + (u,cTy + ^} + ^ 0 ( 2 a ° )-2(K-n + ç 2 / F ) g2 + /cnF l " " ] 

with F and « as defined in (2.3.7) and (2.4.3). This expression is well-behaved for small 
frequencies vn and can be written in the form 

dSF v-^ , N 

2_^vnp{vn) (5.2.8) dlnT 
n>0 

where p{un) is of order vn\a.u„ for small vn. However, for free particles or short-ranged 
interactions the insertion of C-S gauge fields leads to singular contributions, since by 
putting Y = constant one finds p[yn) « | In vn | for small frequencies. This implies that the 
C-S fields lead to a singular quasiparticle d.o.s. 

pqp(e) = p(ie) + p(-ie) (5.2.9) 

entering the expression for the specific heat (see chapter 3). The exact meaning of the C-S 
gauge field procedure is not clear in this case. The results demonstrate the fundamental 
significance of ^"-invariance in the problem, possibly indicating that a new saddlepoint 
should be found for the finite range interaction problem. 

5.3 Chern-Simons mapping on the edge 

5.3.1 T h e sha rp edge 

In chapter 4 we derived the complete iqHe edge theory in a d.o.s. gap in several equivalent 
forms and in terms of different fields. Of these, the chiral edge boson action (4.4.24) is best 
suited for the C-S mapping. Here we write it down again, omitting the replica indices. 

M r 

ScMraifo.A] = ^sgn(m) J2 JAAdA- é(Dx<piD^i - Ex^) (5.3.1) 

-M)' E / d r d ' s d V Uo(x-x') Vx[0(y)D^(x)} V'x [9(y')D^(x')}. 

The § stands for JQ dr fdx and we again use the notation where ƒ denotes integration 
over the half plane y > 0 and / ^ over the whole plane. In writing (5.3.1), we have 
included the possibility of m being negative. The reason for this is that we want to be 
able to perform Jain's composite fermion mapping [34] in such a way that the electron 
and the composite fermion experience magnetic fields of opposite sign (see Fig. 5.1 for 
the example is = 2/3). We use a convention in which v and B are always positive. Since 
particle densities are positive, we then have to allow negative 5eff and m. 
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V=2/3 VMF=-2 

" v V V 

Figure 5.1: Equivalence between filling fraction 2/3 of electrons coupled to a C-S gauge 
field (left) and filling —2 in mean field theory (right). Arrows denote flux quanta. The 
dots represent electrons. 

We implement the composite fermion picture again in the standard way by introducing 
statistical gauge fields a„. The action for the a^ has the form of a C-S action and our 
starting point can be written as 

S = SchiraltViM + a] + A/ a A do (5.3.2) 

We stress the fact that the statistical gauge fields a^ are defined over the entire plane. 
The electronic part 5chira] is restricted to the half plane and this, properly regarded, is 
the result of a confining potential added to the electron gas. The C-S mapping, however, 
applies to the whole system and isn't 'interested' in the fact that the electrons happen to 
sit only at y>0. This observation will prove to be important in two ways. First, taking 
the integral over the whole plane leads to a proper C-S mapping in which unphysical 
boundary terms are avoided. Second, it means that statistical flux also gets attached to 
particles that tunnel into the edge through the 'vacuum'. 

5.3.2 Integrating out the C-S fluctuations 

We note that the action (5.3.2) can be written in such a way that a^(= a0 — ivdax), the 
component in the 'preferred' chiral direction, evidently multiplies a constraint, 

. V x a - axd-a) 
J CO 

H . 

+sgn(m) Y, / ( 2 P - 9 , V x [ % ) ^ . ] - 0{y)V<Pi x d-tip,) 

(5.3.3) 

L ( - ) 2 

' V 2ir ' 

| m | , 

• j = i j c a 
(x - x') V x [*(y)2V.-(*)] V ' x Wtfipitf)]. 

Here T> is defined as a covariant derivative containing both gauge fields, P^y , = c ^ ; — 
A,, — a^. The remarkable thing about (5.3.3) is that the edge bosons are completely con
tained in bulk integrals. Derivatives of the step functions with respect to the y coordinate 
lead to the edge terms in (5.3.2). The constraint multiplied by a_ is given by 

0 = V x 2 p s g n ( m ) % ) ^ P ^ (5.3.4) 
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with general solution 

2p 
2pm0(y) + 1 

sgn(m) 9{y) J2 D<Pi + v f i (5.3.5) 

where Q is an arbitrary function. Substitution of (5.3.5) into what remains of (5.3.3) after 
integration of a_ yields an expression containing c:ily the following linear combinations 

tpi:=(pi-2psgn{m)n. (5.3.6) 

The resulting mapped action has a form similar to (5.3.3), 

S = ^YJ fa s8n(m) - 2P™~\ I (2D-^Vx[%)D^] - 9{y)Ö<piXd-3<pj) 
J oo 

-ï(^r)2E / U0{2-2) Vx[J(y)Dw(il Vx^D^x")}. (5.3.7) 

See appendix 5A for the explicit calculation. In the expression [• • •] we recognise the 
inverse of the coupling matrix ('A'-matrix') that was obtained in C-S theories [24, 25, 26, 
8, 80], 

Sij sgn(m) + 2p. (5.3.8) 

Bringing the action (5.3.7) into the form (5.3.1) we obtain 

S = %fAAdA-£^(K-1)ijf(Dx<piD_<pj-<piEx) 

- | ( 2 ^ ) 2 E / t / o ( ? - ? ) V x [ % ) ^ ( ? ) ] V ' x [ % ' ) % l . (5.3.9) 

Eq. (5.3.9) is the main result of this section. Even though bits and pieces of this action, 
such as the coupling of <p to the gauge field [5], have appeared in the literature before and 
the A'-matrix structure is wholly familiar, our complete theory is new, as many aspects 
of the impurity problem were previously not understood. 

The Hall conductance on the edge can unambiguously be determined from (5.3.9) by 
using the chiral anomaly [5, 52]. The chiral anomaly enables us to use Laughlin's flux 
argument on the edge, since it relates the divergence of the edge current to the electric 
field parallel to the edge. 

dfJedse = -haKE* J. ss 
edge SA^ edge 

(5.3.10) 

In this way we easily confirm that the Hall conductance on the edge <rH is equal to v, as 
it should be. In order to make contact with phenomenological models [77], we mention 
that we can write down a bulk C-S action that is completely equivalent to (5.3.9). The 
electronic degrees of freedom are contained in fields ft, that act as potentials for the 
current, 

5 = 5 L ^ ( A ' - 1 ) 1 J - fh' A dh'' + 2 ƒ h1'A d.4eff +£ï luo{x-Z)B{x)B(ï). (5.3.11) 
y=i 
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The h' satisfy the following gauge fixing constraint at the edge 

M 

i-(y-''twEA^ = 0. (5.3.12) 
edge 

The free part of (5.3.11) is known from the work of Wen [77]. However, lacking a micro
scopic edge theory, the full details of the interactions were unknown. 

Charged and neutral modes 

Diagonalisation of the A'-matrix yields one charged mode and \m\ — 1 neutral modes. The 
charged mode T is given by 

r = àE^ (s- 3 - 1 3 ) 
i 

where the normalisation has been chosen such that T has unit charge. A possible choice 
of basis for the neutral modes ga is 

9a 

9k 

Z22<Pk-<Pa+i a = l , - - - , | m | - l 

M - i 

a—k 

(5.3.14) 

The Jacobian of the transformation from the (pi to the modes (5.3.13, 5.3.14) is unity. In 
diagonalised form the action reads 

M - i f 

^sgn(m) J2 afî ? d*9ad-ga s = % JAAdA-£(DxrD_r-rEx 

- | ( £ ) 2 / U0(x-xl)Vx[e(y)DT(x)}Vx{6(y')Dr(x')}. (5.3.15) 
J oo 

Naturally, the charged mode is the only one that couples to Afl and feels interactions. 

5.3.3 (In)stability of counter-flowing channels 

Here we make an important observation which has been missed in the literature, namely 
that for the noninteracting case or for short-ranged interactions, the C-S mapping is ill-
defined at negative m. In order to see this, we look at the Hamiltonian for the charged 
mode corresponding to (5.3.15) in the absence of Coulomb interactions, 

Hte) = v£i (5.3.16) 

Recall that uj is defined as m/(2npedge) and that i/ > 0. Hence, for negative m the free 
Hamiltonian is unbounded from below! The Coulomb interactions cure this situation by 
adding an extra term to the edge Hamiltonian, 

ffc = f(£)2 <fdxdx' U0(x,x')Dxr(x)Dxr(x') (5.3.11; 
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effectively changing the velocity vj to 

v(kx) = vA + -j=U0(kx) , U0(kx) ex ln(fc.) (5.3.18) 

For low momenta the logarithm in v(kx) is dominant, ensuring that the effective velocity 
v is positive even if vd < 0 and thereby yielding a bounded Hamiltonian. We conclude that 
the long range Coulomb interactions are actually needed in order for the C-S mapping to 
be well defined. We have seen a similar situation occurring in the bulk theory with half 
integer filling fraction (section 5.2.2) where in the absence of long range interactions the 
C-S procedure gives rise to a divergent quasiparticle d.o.s. 

5.4 T u n n e l l i n g d e n s i t y of s t a t e s 

5.4.1 The integer case 

In chapter 4 we obtained the following results for the iqHe. In the c^-field theory, the 
tunnelling d.o.s. at the edge is given by 

e x p - z / d r dof^r, x0)\ , j = l,...,\ (5.4.1) 

where the expectation value is taken with respect to (5.3.1). Any of the fields tpu • • -, <p\m\ 
can be put in the exponent, since they are interchangeable. Explicit computation of 
(5.4.1) leads to the Fermi liquid result 

(r2 - T i l -s 5 = 1. (5.4.2) 

5.4.2 Mapping to the fractional case 
We next wish to extend the C-S mapping procedure to include the result for the electron 
propagator at the edge (5.4.1). This problem is nontrivial since the amount of statistical 
flux that is trapped now depends on whether the path from time TY to r2 is taken just 
outside or just inside the sample. Hence, the obvious translation of (5.4.1) into composite 
fermion language, 

/ e x p - z ƒ d r [dtfpi - a 0 ] (T ,x 0 ) \ , (5.4.3) 

now has an additional geometrical significance. In order to find out what this geometrical 
significance is, we must repeat the steps (5.3.3-5.3.9), but now in the presence of (5.4.3). 
We write a0 = a_ + ivax. The presence of a_ at x0 modifies the constraint equation 
(5.3.4) and we get 

Vx -2p-2w5(x-x0)L (5.4.4) a + 2p sgn(m)9(y) ^ ( a - Dipt) 
i 

where we have defined a quantity L such that 

ß Y, L-nf„(ï)= Par ƒ (r, f ) (5.4.5) 
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for any bosonic function ƒ. The factor of 2TT in (5.4.4) originates from our convention 
h= 1, while a flux quantum is given by h/e, and the minus sign shows that the statistical 
flux indeed points in the negative z direction. From (5.4.4) we see that the amount of 
flux is given by 

2p for j/o < 0 ; 2pv/m for y0 > 0. (5.4.6) 

This is an important result. It shows that for y0 > 0 the C-S mapping has altered the 
charge of the tunnelling particle from 1 into v/m. A physical interpretation is readily 
given in terms of Laughlin's gauge argument. If one flux quantum is sent through a hole 
in the IQH sample, one electron will leave the edge per filled Landau level, resulting in a 
total charge m. The C-S mapping changes the transported charge, which is equal to the 
Hall conductance, to v. Since this charge is contained in m Landau levels, the charge per 
Landau level has to be v/m. 

We will now integrate out the C-S gauge field. The general solution to the constraint 
equation (5.4.4) is 

2psgn(m) 
2pmfl(y) + l % ) J " Dip, + Vft + sgn(m)£Varc tg^ (5.4.7) 

with Vi again an arbitrary gauge. Substituting this solution a into what remains of the 
action, we re-obtain the action (5.3.9), but now with a slightly different definition of the 
(fi fields, 

tpi(x) = ifi{x) - 2p sgn(m)ft(£) - 2pL a r c t g ^ . (5.4.8) 

See appendix 5B for the details of this calculation. The exp in (5.4.3) acquires the 
following form after the C-S mapping 

I J drldoïi-OiyoVpfa^Doïi exp -i / dri d0fr - % o ) 2 t ó > . Do$j } (r, S0). (5.4.9) 

For further considerations we put A,, = 0, since the tunnelling is done without external 
fluctuations. Several remarks need to be made here. First of all, we see that the outcome 
will indeed not depend on the gauge Q. Secondly, the expectation value will be different 
for Xo going to the edge from inside or from outside of the sample. Furthermore, there is 
a difference between the cases m > 0 and m < 0. If we take y0 'I 0, we easily obtain the 
result (see appendix 5C) 

Lxp-iJJdTd0^\ = (T2-n)-s^ ; 5out = 2 p + l + ( i - 1 ^ ) (5.4.10) 

which is the tunnelling exponent found bj' [37]. For positive m we have 5out — Ka =odd, 
which clearly indicates a composite fermion. For negative m the meaning of the exponent 
is not clear; it does not in general represent a fermionic quantity. For yol-0 we can rewrite 
(5.4.9) as 

d r dp y ^ K^ViJT, XQ) (5.4.11) 

Expression (5.4.11) gives us a tunnelled charge equal to sgn(m) V K~^ = v/m in accor
dance with (5.4.6). Note that the charge is not contained in one Landau channel, as was 
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the case in the tunnelling expression for the integer effect, but instead spread out over all 
the channels. In the i 'th channel there is a charge 1 - 2pi//\m\, in all the other channels 
-2pi//\m\. It is readily seen that the tunnelling exponent becomes 

S in = l - 2 ^ + ( ^ - r ^ ) . (5.4.12) 

For positive m this expression takes the form Sin = K» = l—2pu/m. 

5 .4 .3 D u a l i t y 

Notice that the cases y0TO and t/0 4-0 are related by a T-duali ty ' in the sense of [5], with 
K playing the role of compactification radius. If we define -dual' fields & with charge u/m 
as £, = sgn(m) K^tpj, then the action (5.3.9) takes the form 

4 ( ^ ) 2 E / «) (?-?) Vx[*(y)fl&(5)] V'x[«(i/)fl6(?)], (5.4.13) 

with DllÇi = dllÇi — %All. The exponent (5.4.11) is written as 

e x p H f*àT &£.-], (5.4.14) 

i.e. the same form as (5.4.10) but now in terms of £. The action (5.4.13) for the £ fields 
contains the matrix K instead of A - 1 . In [5] it was shown that the energy spectrum for 
a system of 1+1D coupled bosons is invariant under 0 ( m , m , Z ) transformations acting 
on a specific 2m x 2m matrix that expresses the Hamiltonian in terms of the momenta 
and winding numbers of a state. The replacement K -> A"-1 is an example of such an 
0 ( m , m , Z ) transformation. In a certain way it interchanges fluxes and particles. 

In the above considerations the statistics parameter is calculated of a particle with 
charge one; the amount of statistical flux that it acquires is either 2p (outside the sample) 
or 2pulm (inside). If we were, on the other hand, to concentrate on the flux instead of 
the charge, we would consider the case of 2ppfm statistical flux quanta which acquire 
charge, namely 1 inside the sample and u/m outside. In this sense there is charge-flux 
duality. Notice that the roles of inside/outside get reversed in the argument given above. 
We make this more explicit by defining 

p' = - p £ . (5.4.15) 

The duality relation A"—>• A ' - 1 can be written as 

K(p',m) = K"1(p,m). (5.4.16) 

In Fig. 5.2 it is shown that an exchange of p to p' interchanges the opposite sides of the 
edge. We will come back to this point in section 5.5.2. 

In the case of the simple Laughlin fractions v = l/(2p+l) the duality is particularly 
transparent. The fact that there is only one edge channel means that there is no redis
tribution of charge over various channels, which allows for an easy interpretation of the 
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1 j . ™ 1 

2p 2p 

& • - ] 2p L2p' 

Figure 5.2: Inverse number of statistical flux quanta inside and outside the sample. The 
shaded area denotes the inside. The duality p-^p' reverses the role of the opposite sides 
of the edge. 

tunnelling exponent in terms of flux-charge composites. Let us consider the complex con
jugate of (5.4.11); taking the complex conjugate does not change the tunnelling exponent, 
but it changes a particle to a hole. Expression (5.4.11) becomes exp — i J d r ( — v)do^p, de
scribing the tunnelling of a hole of charge —v. The tunnelling exponent is given by S;n = v. 
We can interpret this result as follows. The hole has a statistical flux —2pv attached to 
it. In addition, it has an 'intrinsic' flux of — v coming from the fermionic statistics of the 
electron. The statistical parameter of a charge-flux composite is given by the product of 
charge and flux, in this case {—v) • {—2pv—v) = v for the quasihole. The relation K—t A"-1 

takes the simple form v~x —>v. 

5.5 Long r a n g e d i so rde r 

5.5.1 Separation of edge channels; Edge particles 
In chapter 4 we discussed how long range disorder can cause the edge states of different 
Landau levels to become spatially separated. A potential fluctuation at the edge geneti
cally lifts all states in such a way that new 'edges' are created. If the chemical potential 
lies between the shifted and unshifted energy of a Landau level, the edge states of this 
Landau level will be situated inside the sample, not on the outermost edge. If there are 
several potential jumps of this kind, all the edge channels can become separated. Viewed 
from above, the edge channels will mostly lie closely together at the edge, while at certain 
points one or more of them go venturing into the bulk. 

This picture leads us to the idea of describing the chiral bosons by one field ^p(x) that 
lives on \m\ edges instead of \m\ fields that live on one edge. The action for the integer 
effect (5.3.1) then becomes 

s = f- fnAa A dAa - sgn(m) ^ j(Dx^D^ - Ex(f) 

Igr ƒ U0(x-x')Vx[n{x)D<p(x)]V'x[n(x')D<p(x')] (5.5.1) 
(2 

where n(x) stands for the local filling: outside the sample n(x) is zero; every time you 
cross an edge it changes its value by one, until it reaches its bulk value m. The §a denotes 
integration over the a' th edge. Every edge is given a label a G Z, equal to the maximum 
filling that the edge is bordering on. For positive m we have a € {1, • • • , m } , for negative 
m we have a G {m + 1, • • • , 0} . 
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So we now have regions in which the integer effect occurs at different values, separated 
by edges of the v = 1 type on which the boson field xp lives. The C-S procedure simply 
maps the filling fractions in these regions from n(x) to a local filling fraction v{x), 

v(x) = n(x)/[2pn(x) + l]. (5.5.2) 

The mapped action reads 

S = J-
4K 

fuA A dA - Y J A*1a] <f(Dx$D-$ - Ex$) 

- $ ? I t / o ( f - ? ) V x M f ) M ( f ) ] V ' x M i ' ) M ( ? ) ] . (5.5.3) 
J x,x' 

[A redefinition of the type (5.4.8) has occurred and the new field is denoted as $] . Inte
gration over the a' th edge counting from the vacuum is written as £ . We use the label 
a both for edges and for regions: the region lying 'above' the a' th edge also carries the 
label a. The Az/[a] is defined as ua — i/a-i for positive m and u_a-v_[a_x) for negative m; 
here va stands for the local filling fraction in region number a. In Fig. 5.3 we have made 
an overview (for samples with both signs of m in the same figure) of the parameters a, va 

and ù\va in the simple case p = 1. 
The tunnelling term is simply a generalisation of (5.4.9), 

exp -i f ' d r [1 - 2pu(So)]do*{T, x0)\ , (5.5.4) 

where the expectation value is taken with respect to (5.5.3). The result again depends 
on the direction from which the edge is approached. The tunnelled charge is given by 
<la = va/a if an edge is approached from region number a. Evaluating (5.5.4) is a nontrivial 
exercise, since the Coulomb interaction couples the edges to each other. 

If we imagine the edges to be far apart, only the intra-edge interaction is still present, 
drastically simplifying the calculation. Tunnelling exponents are then given by the simple 
expression S = q2/Ais. Labelling an approach from above by 'H' and from below by 'L', 
we write the tunnelling exponents at the a' th edge (a^O) as follows 

5a
L = 1 + 2p^=f = -2- • ^ 

5a
H = 1 - 2 p ^ = *• • ^ - ; S^S^ = 1. (5.5.5) 
a I a a ua — \ a a \ / 

The edge a = 0 represents the outer boundary of a negative-m sample. Here we get 

50
H = 50

L = 2p - 1. (5.5.6) 

(See Fig. 5.3). Notice that in this approach, with spatially separated edge channels, the 
vacuum exponent for m < 0 is always fermionic. Notice also that the channel labelled 
a = 0, lying between the vacuum and an m < 0 sample, is the only one that needs long-
ranged Coulomb interactions in order to be stable. In Fig. 5.3 it is seen that this channel 
has a chirality opposite to all the others. 
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Figure 5.3: Ü ^ e quasiparticle duality for 2p = 2. A schematic drawing is given of the 
regions with different v{x); systems with m<0 and m > 0 are combined in one diagram. 
Arrows represent the chirality of an edge. Given are the local filling fraction, the charge 
of the tunnelling particle as well as the tunnelling exponent S on both sides of each edge. 

5.5.2 Enlarged duality 

As mentioned in section 5.4.2, the Hamiltonian of the chiral boson model has a duality 
symmetry under K-+K~l. In the case of spatially separated edge channels, this duality 
transformation has an extra geometrical interpretation: The order of the edge channels 
gets reversed. The transformation K-*K~* can be accomplished by transforming p-ïp', 
with 

2p' = —2pv/m. (5.5.7) 

The easiest way to visualise the reversal of channels is to consider how the transformation 
(5.5.7) affects the amount of statistical flux that a tunnelling particle carries (see Fig. 5.4). 
The inverse number of flux quanta is l /2p outside the sample and increases with unit 
steps every time an edge is crossed, until the value m + l / 2 p is reached in the bulk proper. 
Writing (5.5.7) as l 

2p< ^ + m, we see that 

(è> + a) = i + (m-a) 2p (5.5.8) 

The minus sign preserves the chirality of the edge particles. More generally, under a 
transformation 

p->p' = -pvb/b, b e (5.5.9) 

the whole structure of Fig. 5.3, including region labels, edge labels, filling fractions and 
tunnelling exponents, gets mirrored in the line a = amirror, 

6 + 1 
(5.5.10) 
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f + m -f, 
2p 2p 

[£*'] 

2p 

2p L2p' Ü-] 
Figure 5.4: Geometrical interpretation of the duality relation K—¥ K ' as a reversal of 
edge channels. For each region the inverse number of statistical flux quanta is given. 
(m>0) 

This results in the following relations between tunnelling exponents at different edges: 

S„V) = St+i_a(p) ; S^(p') = S»+l_a(p) (5.5.11) 
a^O ; b+l-a^O. 

Unless b=— 1, expression (5.5.11) does not work for the mirrored tunnelling exponent of 
the counter-flowing edge a = 0 and its mirror image a = 6 + 1 . 

S?+1(P) = St+l(p') = l-2p= -So(p) (5-5.12) 

W) = -d + W6) = { - « IZltZ] (5.5.13) 
There are two special cases: 

• b=— 1, where the symmetry axis lies exactly on the counter-flowing channel. Every 
region gets mapped into minus itself, while the flux is left unchanged! (p' = p). 
This shows that at given p, all tunnelling exponents are symmetric under (a-^—a, 
Lf->H). The vacuum gets mapped into the a = — 1 region, which is suggestive of an 
interpretation of this region as a filled v= l/(2p—1) 'vacuum' from which holes can 
be created. 

• 6 = 0, with the symmetry axis at a = 1/2. We have p' = —p, so we are in a situation 
with reversed magnetic field. This transformation relates samples with composite 
fermion filling m to those with — m. 

5.5.3 Relation between dirty and clean edges 

In the previous sections we considered the various edge modes to be far apart. The results 
for the exponents (5.5.5) are valid provided that one probes the system at length scales 
short relative to the distance between the edge modes. In this section, we consider the 
action (5.5.3) in the opposite limit of large distances. The edge modes then strongly 
interact and (5.5.3) now becomes a Luttinger liquid theory of a sharp, 'clean' edge. It 
is not a priori obvious that this theory is physically the same as the theory of the sharp 
'dirty' edge. In the following we show that this is indeed the case. In particular, the two 
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a=2 v2=2/5 q,=l/5 „ 
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Figure 5.5: Clean and dirty scenario for the v = 2/5 edge. Left: spatially separated 
channels. Right: result of the K-matrix theory. Listed are filling fractions, charges and 
tunnelling exponents. 

theories yield identical results for the two kinds of tunnelling exponent that can be found 
from (5.4.9) in the 'dirty' (^-theory, namely the case where the limit to the edge is taken 
from the vacuum and the case where one approaches the edge from inside the sample. 

If one writes $, for the field $ evaluated on the i ' th edge then it is possible to express 
the fields $,- in terms of a charged mode T and neutral modes 71, • • • ,7 | r a | - i in such a 
way that the action (5.5.3) for the $,• exactly matches the action (5.3.9) for the <£;. (In 
principle, the charged and neutral modes are not locally defined fields, since they contain 
parts from different edges. However, in the long distance limit all the edges are compressed 
together on one contour and the fields are local). The relation between the <£>, and the 
ifii is nontrivial; we show that the fields are dual to each other for m > 0 and explain why 
this leads to identical numbers when one calculates tunnelling exponents according to the 
clean picture (5.5.4) (see Fig. 5.3) or the dirty scenario (5.4.9); we also show that there 
is some extra structure for negative m which is the source of the differing exponents as 
obtained from (5.4.9) versus (5.5.4) at TO < 0. 

Example for positive m: v = 2/5 

First we give a simple example for v = 2/5 (TO = 2, p = 1). In both dp and $-theory the 
tunnelling exponents for this filling are given by Soxxi = 3, Sm = 3/5 (see Fig. 5.5). For 
v = 2/5 the f a c t i o n is given by (5.3.9), with the A'-matrix as defined in (5.3.8). Written 
explicitly we have for A^ = 0 

s,< = -tE ( A ~î) idJPid-(pi - U'-eYE / u°tx -x') d^,(x)dx^}(x'). 
,j V 5 5 / ij J ij Jxx' 

(5.5.14) 
The diagonalised form (5.3.15) of this action is given by 

SK = -hi [ f W - r + \à*gà-g] - \C~ef i u°(x - *') dxv{x)dx,T{x') (5.5.15) 
J Jxx1 

where the charged and neutral mode are defined in (5.3.14) and in this case read 

(5.5.16) f)-av)(s) : (ö-(-\ i)(f 
On the other hand, the action for the <fr-field on the separated edges is given by (5.5.3). 
If we compress all the edges together we get (again for ^ = 0) 

Ssep = -tj [^I$13J,44$23.$2 

file:///C~ef
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L(_LY <f ^ - ^ ( ^ . l e W ^ i + ^ ) ' (5.5.17) 
J xx' 

We define a neutral mode 7 and charged mode T for the $-theory as follows 

1 - 1 
5 1 
6 6 

$ 1 
$ 2 •! 1 

(5.5.18) 

Whereas the (p fields are all equivalent in the dirty edge theory, here the $ , are not, since 
the spatially separated edges have unequal Ai/ values which appear in the definition of I \ 
In terms of T and 7 the $-action (5.5.17) takes the form 

5« £ ƒ [fs,rö_r + £ax7d_7] - è(^)2 j( ü"O(ï - *') w ^ r (5.5.19) 

Comparing the two results (5.5.15) and (5.5.19), we see that there is complete equivalence 
given the relation 

g = h- (5-5-20) 
Having shown that the actions are equivalent, we now want to compare tunnelling oper
ators. In order to do this, we in principle only need to rewrite the ip and $ that appear 
in the various operators in terms of charged and neutral modes, and then use (5.5.15) or 
(5.5.19). However, much insight can be gained by also expressing ip and $ in terms of 
each other. Combining (5.5.16), (5.5.18) and (5.5.20), we find 

1 0 
2 I 
3 3 

1 0 
- 2 3 

(5.5.21) 

In the iqHe (p-theoiy we can choose which one of the fields ipi o r ^2 to put in the tunnelling 
operator. Eq. (5.4.9) then gives four possible operators, which we list in the table below, 
giving only the ' X ' in the expression exp —iX\!?. 

Dirty ip-b&sis Diag. basis 

Vacuum <Pi - > V?i r + §7 Vacuum 

ip2 ->• ip2 r -h 
Bulk vi -> (^~V)i = f^i - |^2 |r + h Bulk 

p2 ->• {K~lp)2 - -\<fl + | ^2 K - h 
There are only two corresponding operators in the $-theory. An approach from the 
vacuum can only involve $ ! because the other field does not live on the outermost edge. 
In the same way, the bulk operator can only contain <J>2- From (5.5.4) we get 

Clean $-basis ip-basis Diag. basis 

Vacuum $ , $1 r + h 
Bulk 1*2 -§¥>! + IP2 o 6 ' 

In all cases the exponents obtained from the operators in these tables are Sout — 3, 5jn = 
3/5. There is no a priori reason why these numbers should be the same as those appearing 
in Fig. 5.5. In the short distance theory the actions for the two edges are uncoupled, while 
we have now used the action (5.5.15) where they are coupled. 
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Generalisation for m > 0 

The analysis for v = 2/5 is easily generalised to all filling fractions resulting from positive 
m. Let us redo all the steps in the same order. The A'-matrix action for the dpi is given 
by (5.3.9). Its diagonal form is given by (5.3.15) with sgn(ra) = + l and T, gx,- • • ,gm-i as 
defined in (5.3.14). For the ^-theory we define the charged and neutral modes as follows 

r = i ^ A ^ $ a Ik i Y, Ai/a$a - $t+1 

^ = r + £ A^n-i 
Ik L7«-i- (5.5.22) 

The diagonalised form of the action reads 

- / 
vdjd-r + Yma&Tkd-ik 

k=l J XX 

U dxYdx,Y (5.5.23) 

The only difference with (5.3.15) is the factor q\ in front of the neutral modes. The actions 
for (p and $ are identical if we define 

gk=qklk- (5.5.24) 

Using (5.3.14), (5.5.22) and (5.5.24) we are now able to relate the $,- to the £,-, 

k 

<lk ** = X^fcxiW«- (5.5.25) 

This is a remarkable result. It shows that the fields are dually related. Notice that the 
A'-matrix appearing in (5.5.25) does not have the full mxm size. In order to find the 
fc'th $-field one has to use the A'-matrix for a truncated system which has only k edges, 
i.e. {Kj~xk)ij = Sij—2pqk. If one wants to write (5.5.25) as a vector equation of the form 
((2$), = Mijifj, the M is not given by A' - 1 but by a stacking together of rows taken from 
matrices Kk~xk of increasing size. 

Given below are those tunnelling operators for the clean and dirty scenario that de
scribe the same tunnelling processes. 

(^-theory ^-theory 

Vacuum r°k ->• <fk * i = V>i 

Bulk ifk ->• {K~x<p)k qm$m = (K~l'-p)m 

From appendix 5C we know that the <pi,---,(pm all give the same result Sou t = 2/H-l. That 
settles it for the vacuum operators. The beautiful thing about (5.5.25) is that it ensures 
that the bulk operator ç m $ m takes the form of the truly dual field (K~1fi)m involving the 
full A'-matrix. From (5.4.12) we know that all the dual fields yield the same exponent 
Si„ = l-2pqm. 

So now we have shown for m > 0 that the long distance limit of the short distance 
^-theory indeed reproduces the physics of the i^-theory. But why does the ^-theory at 
positive m also give the same exponents before the long distance limit is taken? The 
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Figure 5.6: Clean and dirty scenario for the v = 2/3 edge. Left: spatially separated 
counter-flowing channels. Right: K-matrix theory. Listed are filling fractions, charges 
and tunnelling exponents. 

answer is again provided by (5.5.25). Eq. (5.5.5) shows that the exponent on the isolated 
m' th edge is equal to q2

ml t\vm = qm/qm-i- On the other hand, the long distance picture 
leads to operators exp —i{K~x(p)i in terms of fields dual to (pi which have coupling matrix 
K instead of A' - 1 . This leads to an exponent A',7\ which is exactly equal to qm/qm-i. 

Example for negative m: v = 2/3 

For m < 0 the relation between the clean and dirty scenario is more subtle. In order to get 
the flavour, let us first consider the easiest example, u = 2/3. In Fig. 5.6 we have shown 
the relevant piece of Fig. 5.3 as compared to the A'-matrix picture. Our starting point 
for the ^-theory is again (5.3.9). The explicit action for Ali = 0 is given by 

SK = -èY,(~** A) iwö-ti-hl&fYti Vd&djïi (5.5.26) 
ij V 3 3/ijJ ij Jx,x' 

and after diagonalisation it takes the form 

- i ƒ [fdxrô_r - \dxgd-g] - \{2-£?£ _udxrdx,r. (5.5.27) 

The definition of the charged and neutral modes again follows from (5.3.14), 

• M t ) ( £ ) •• ( W - ( V U ' 
(5.5.28) 

The action (5.5.3) for the ^-theory with compressed edges is now given by 

Ssep = - £ ƒ [3,*iô-*i - | 9 A ö - $ 2 ] - ( ^ ƒ f t f & ( * i - | * a ) M * i - | * a ) (5.5.29) 

Charged and neutral modes are defined in a way similar to (5.5.22), taking into account 
the different signs of the AZA 

r)~(i - J U!) ; (*!)"(-! i) (r I -\)\$2) W V - i u ' (5-5'30) 

This leads to the following diagonalised form, 

5sep = - t l [\dxTd-T - \dxld^} - \C-£)2 <f UdxTdx,T (5.5.31) 
J J x.x' 
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We find that (5.5.27) and (5.5.31) are identical after defining <? = 7. Using (5.5.28) and 
(5.5.30) we get 

0 
0 1 

- 1 2 
(5.5.32) 

This relation does not satisfy the duality (5.5.25) for the quantities Q _ I $ I and 9-2*2-
(Negative indices have to be taken because the relevant regions in Fig. 5.6 are a = — 1 and 
a = —2). Instead we have 

9-1*1 

9-2*2 

<P!-2T 

(A-V)2 - fr. (5.5.33) 

Eq. (5.5.25) produces the first term on the r.h.s., an expression that has the right magni
tude of the charge but the wrong sign. The 9_i$i has charge —1, so the extra term — 2T 
is precisely what is needed to flip the sign of the charge. In the same way, the term — | T 
changes the charge from the + 1 / 3 that {K~l<p)i yields to the - 1 / 3 that is the correct 
value for 9-2*2-

An interesting subtlety is that even though (5.5.25) does not hold for the relation 
between $ and (p fields, all tunnelling exponents behave as if it did hold. The reason for 
this is the following. After a tunnelling operator has been expressed in terms of charged 
and neutral modes, it is easy to see that the only effect of the extra term involving T is 
to change the sign of the factor standing in front of I \ This sign change has no effect 
whatsoever on the calculation of the tunnelling exponent. In the table below we explicitly 
write down all the tunnelling operators. 

«^-theory $-theory 

i^-basis Diag. basis $-basis i^-basis Diag. basis 

Vacuum <Pi - > <Pi r + h * i (f>2 r - h Vacuum 

¥2 -+ ^2 r-h 
Bulk <Pi -*• 5<?i - |<?2 - | r + i7 3 ^ 2 \fh -1^2 -ir + b Bulk 

92 -* ~l<Pl + | ^ 2 " 3 1 ~ 2^ 

In both the ^-theory and (^-theory the tunnelling exponents obtained from the above 
expressions are 

So Sin = 2/3. 

The discrepancy with the short distance clean scenario result S0 

by the fact that (5.5.32) does not satisfy the duality (5.5.25). 

(5.5.34) 

: 1, 5in = 1/3 is caused 

Generalisation for arbitrary sign of m 

For completeness, we now present general equations that comprise all the above cases. 
The (^-theory expressions (5.3.15) and (5.3.14) are equally valid for negative and positive 
m. No extra work is needed there. The $-theory expressions (5.5.22) and (5.5.23) do 
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need some modification if we want to incorporate the possibility of m being negative. Eq. 
(5.5.22) for the charged and neutral modes can be generalised as follows, 

M 

r = ;EA1«l$» ; ^ ^ E ^ M ^ - * ^ 1 

| m | - l 

r + E 
k=a 

Ik 1»] 
/ a - 1 (5.5.35) 

Here the notation V[a] (with a > 0) means i/a for samples with positive m and ^_a for m. < 0 
samples. For instance, in case of negative m we would have At-p] = "-2—v-i- Using this 
definition, the generalisation of (5.5.23) becomes 

*> — —— 

| m | - l 

i/ö,r3_r + sgn(m) Y, kTïfadxlkd-lk 
k=i •Jix' 

?7 a^ra^r (5.5.36) 

Comparing this expression to (5.3.15) we can make the identification 

9k = h[k}\ -Ik-

This enables us to relate the fields tpi to the $„. 

<Pk sgn(m) 9W ,]*fc + ^ 2 p A '•1" 
o = l 

it 

+ [1 - sgn(m)] • r 

<l[k]Vk $fc = sgn(m)^ - 2pq[k] ^ <̂ a + [1 - sgn(m)] • q[k]T 

(5.5.37) 

(5.5.38) 

Y^kxklkaVa + [1 - sgn(m)] • q[k]T (5.5.39) 

where Kkxk again denotes the / \ -matr ix for a system containing k edges. It is easily 
checked that for positive m (5.5.25) is reobtained. 

Eq. (5.5.39) shows that what happened at i/ = 2/3 happens at all negative m states: 
The K~l(p part of the tunnelling expression qm$\m\ has the right magnitude of the charge 
qm but the wrong (=positive) sign. The extra term 2qmT flips the sign. The reason why 
we write T in (5.5.39) instead of expressing it in terms of the (pa is that we can now 
directly discern the effect on the tunnelling operators. In the diagonal basis the effect of 
the extra F term is to flip the sign of the coefficient of T in the tunnelling operators. Just 
as in the 2/3 case this leaves the exponent unaffected. 

Also generalised to all m < 0, the discrepancy between the exponents as calculated in 
the short and long distance limits is due to the fact that (5.5.25) does not hold, 

5.5.4 Quasiparticles and the Laughlin argument 

The particles probed in tunnelling experiments are not necessarily the same as those 
featuring in Laughlin's flux argument. In the integer case, putting a flux quantum through 
a hole in the sample results in the transport of one electron through each Landau level 
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below the Fermi energy. In the language of (5.5.1), considering for simplicity m > 0, what 
would happen at the a ' th edge is that a—1 electrons enter that edge from below and that 
a electrons leave it on the upper side. In this way, a total of m electrons gets transported 
into the bulk, which is the correct number. The operator describing this process is given 

b y 

exp -i / dr < a[d0^p - a0](xH) -[a- l][ö0</> - a0](xL) \ (5.5.40) 

where f H lies infmitesimally above the a'th edge and XL lies below it. Both points have the 
same ^-coordinate. Knowing the results of section 5.5.1, it is easy to do the C-S mapping. 
The constraint equation multiplied by a_ contains the sum of two delta functions instead 
of just one. Correspondingly, the redefined field $ contains the sum of two arctg functions. 
The mapped expression is given by 

e x p - i Par |i/«flb*(5H) - I ' . - I * * ( 5 L ) | • (5-5.41) 

As is clearly seen from the constants appearing here, the emitted charge is va and the 
absorbed charge is va-\. Taking all the edges together we have a total transported charge 
of X^r=i ^u" = "n») which i s the correct number for a system of filling fraction vm. Taking 
the limit where x\\ and x^ go to the same point x on the edge, the tunnelling expression 
takes the simple form 

exp -i f \T A ^ < 9 0 $ ( T , x), (5.5.42) 

indicating a charge Ai/a. 

5.5.5 Continuous tunnelling exponent 

Hoeveel engelen kun je op één naald prikken? 
- een Leids theoreticus 

In chapter 4 we discussed how the non-quantised tunnelling exponent [27] 1/v can be 
understood as a consequence of the Coulomb interactions between the edge modes and 
the localised states present in the bulk. For v around integer filling, we explicitly showed 
how the interactions render the neutral modes irrelevant. Here we will generalise this 
result to fractional fillings, in particular to Jain's main hierarchy. 

At almost integer filling ;/ = m + c , a fraction e of the total area is occupied by regions 
with filling m + 1, while the rest of the sample has filling m. After performing the flux 
attachment, a fraction 1—e of the area has filling i/m and a fraction e has i/m+1, leading to 

C-S mapping . , . .„,. 
— r v = um + e(vm+l-vm). (5.5.43) v — m + e 

The action for this situation is given by (5.5.3), but now including the bulk contours 
Ca>m. In chapter 4 we showed that in the long distance limit the bulk degrees of freedom 
can effectively be described by an extra chiral boson on a contour Cb near the edge, plus 
an edge term 

Sn = - Q / dk \k\d±$(-k)dx$(k) (5.5.44) 
Jcb 

(with d± the derivative normal to Cb and a a positive constant), which suppresses the 
neutral modes. The only difference between the integer and fractional case lies in the 
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Avb= e/35 ._, 

A\*j= =1/15 

Avi= =1/3 
—1> 

C2 

c, 
(b) 

Figure 5.7: Example of the long distance limit for filling fraction v = 2/5 + c/35. (a) 
The 3/7 islands occupy a fraction e of the total area, (b) Long distance limit. The bulk 
degrees of freedom are effectively represented by an extra chiral boson on the contour Cb 

with charge density ^dx$\cb. The filling fraction is expressed as u = A I / I + A I / 2 + A I / J , . 

edge parameters Ai/i, • • • , Avm which were all equal to 1 in the integer case and Ai/b : = 
£{vm+i - vm) which was equal to e. In terms of fields $ i , . . . , $ m and $m+i := $b which 
live on one edge, the large wavelength limit yields the following action for the fractional 
case 

m + l j . 

5[$] i y SaSb <p U0(x - x') dx$adx.$b ^J2s"f d**°d-*° - i^ Y,SaSb ? Uo{x -x>) d**°d*,( 

a=l a,b=l 
m+l » 

8̂ 2 5 3 f̂><W& f dx$adx$b + Sn. (5.5.45) 

Here we have defined Sa = Aua for a = l , . . . , m and J m + 1 = eAi / m + i . All short range 
effects, originating from the fact that the bulk orbitals sometimes venture near the edge, 
are contained in the matrix V. The definition of a charged mode F and neutral modes 
7i, ••• ,7m is similar to (5.5.22), 

m + l k 

r = ^ W . ; Tk = £ l > * . - V M - i - (5.5.46) 
o=l a = l 

The $'s are expressed in terms of the 7's as follows 

$„ = r 
^ o - l , V - ^ dk+l 

"7. 
V ^ Ufc+1 

o-l + > _, Ik 
L—' 1/1. 1 , 

Vk+1 
(5.5.47) 

Written in the new basis, the action (5.5.45) is given by 

S[T,l] ;dxTd.T + Y 4+1—3*7*007* 
*•—' l/i. . , 

2 t 1 m /" 

-f- i ^0(x, o & r ^ - r - — V 4 ya6 dxladxlb. (5.5.48) 
OT A r ' 87r „TT, J 

The neutral modes do not contribute to a calculation of the tunnelling d.o.s. because of 
(5.5.44) and consequently the parameter v in front of the dxTd-F term determines the 
tunnelling exponent. The result is 5 = l/i/, the same result that we obtained for the 
integer theory. 
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5.5.6 Plateau transitions 

We have discussed integer plateau transitions in chapter 4. Recapitulating the results 
obtained there, we can sketch a transition from u = m to u = rn + l (with m positive) as 
follows. One has m copies of the u = l type Q-edge theory on the edge of the sample and 
one copy percolating through the bulk. Upon taking the continuum limit, the percolating 
'edge' gives rise to a nonlinear sigma model with a^=^ and <7xy = | . Combining the edge 
and bulk contributions, one gets a plateau transition at <T3K = i , <7xy = m + | . 

We now generalise this picture to the fractional case, in particular to the transition 
vn —> ^n+i • At the boundary of the sample we have n edge channels with total contribution 
{v\— u0) + (u2 — ^i)H V(vn—vn-i) = v„ to the Hall conductance. One edge channel with 
parameter Au = un+l — un (see Fig. 5.7a) percolates through the bulk. In order to find 
out what kind of sigma-model arises from this percolating 'edge', we first we go from 
(5.5.3) back to the Q-field formalism. We write down the the action SAV[Q,A] for one 
edge channel with parameter Au, 

S*V[Q,A] = Stop[Q] + t Y, f K-4eflT A d(Aeff)a - Au lax A\Af 

+5^F[Q] -f3J2 kkx ^ Itr P„Q - £ y/ÂÏ(Af rS 
na J 

+ f ( ^ ) 2 fd2xd2x' u(x)B(x)U0(x - x')u(x')B(x') (5.5.49) 

where in the definition of Ajf (4.3.41) the m now has to be replaced by u(x), and in 
the definition of ù (5.3.18) one should read Au instead of u. We have neglected here the 
Coulomb interaction with other channels. Notice that in (5.5.49) the charge of the Q-field 
is no longer 1 but sj Au. A gauge transformation takes the form 

Ap-tAp + drX ; Q -*• e ' V ^ Q e - V S ^ * . (5.5.50) 

Following chapter 4 we use (5.5.49) and obtain the a model action for the percolating 
network. Putting Afi = 0, the result for the kinetic terms is equal to 

Scont[Q] = " l ^ x x T r (VQf + | à x y £ , J T r Qd,Qd}Q ( 5 . 5 . 5 1 ) 

where 
crM = 1/2 ; àxy = 1/2 (5.5.52) 

now represent the mean field conductances of the composite fermions. The actual mean 
field values obtained from linear response in the external fields are different by a factor 
of Au, i.e. 

a'^ = \Au ; <7x
b
y
ulk = \Av (5.5.53) 

Adding the edge contribution to this result, we finally get for the mean field conductances 
at the plateau transition 

ft' - ' ' • rr' - U u 4-u \ _ (2pn+p+l ) ( n +l /2 ) -p /2 (K r. rd\ 
CTxx - 2 (2pn+p+l) 2 -p 2 ' °xy — 2 ̂ » + Vn+1) ~ (2pn+p+l) 2 -p 2 " [O-O.O'lj 

This result differs from what one would expect from acting with SL(2,Z) on an integer 
plateau transition. In general, the SL(2,Z) mapping of the conductances takes the form 

a ->• a' = a/(2pa + l), (5.5.55) 
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where the complex number a is denned as a = a1Cy + iaxx. In terms of <xxy and a^ (5.5.55) 
reads 

Inserting the composite fermion values ax = | , <rxy = n +1 we now obtain 

/ /CT \ 1 1 • „' fCT Ï — (2p"+P+l)(" + l/2)+p/2 /c r, C7\ 
<^ (aL) - 2 • (2pn+p+l)Hp2 ' °xyl3LJ - ( 2 p n + p + 1 )2 + p 2 • 10.0.O^j 

The different results (5.5.54) and (5.5.57) indicate that the C-S mapping is not uniquely 
described by SL(2,Z) but depends on the details of disorder. 

5A Integrating out the Chern-Simons field 

The remnant of the noninteracting part of the action (5.3.3) after a_ has been integrated 
out is given by 

-4^-5r
f^nant = smYlIUD-*Pi^y.{ßDH>i)-8DViy.d.Dv^ 

j J CO 

- i / (2pm6+ 1)3 x d-a-2m / 6a x Ê (5A.1) 
J oo J CO 

where 6 is shorthand for 9(y) and sm stands for sgn(m). We now have to substitute (5.3.5) 
for a, 

« = ^ m [ « E , % + V ( ! ] . (5A.2) 

Let us first concentrate on all the terms that do not depend on the arbitrary gauge fi. 
From the axdS in (5A.1) we obtain a term quadratic in D^tp, and the last term in (5A.1) 
produces a product of A^ and Dip. Together this is 

-2^E I 5 & i % x d.ÖVi - ip\m\ ƒ ^ E . i V . x E. (5A.3) 

The expression involving step functions can be simplified to Ou/m, since dy\9
2/(2pm6+l)} = 

dy[8iy/m}. Adding (5A.3) to the first line of (5A.1), we obtain 

-4ni • S£ieo = v f A A <L4 - ^ f o s ™ " 2P^1 / ( D « ^ f l - W - ¥>;£*)• (5A.4) 

Now we concentrate on the f!. From a x 3_a we get a quadratic term in 0 , 

- 2 P / OT™ x Ö.VJi. (5A.5) 
* /oo 

Integrating by parts and using the relation dy[l/(2pmß + 1)] = — 2pv8{y) this can be 
rewritten as 

-{2pfv <fdxüd-ü. (5A.6) 

Both terms in the second line of (5A.1) give rise to linear terms in Q; written together 
this is 

-4P s™ Jj^VÇl X V^D-^ = 4PR j d * n T,,D-^ (5A.7) 
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where we have integrated by parts and used dy[9/(2pm9 + l)] =6(y)i//m. The free action 
after the C-S mapping is given by (5A.4)+(5A.6)+(5A.7). It is easily seen that the terms 
involving Q can be completely absorbed into a redefinition of the <p fields according to 

ifi = ipi - 2p smQ. (5A.8) 

The mapping of the interaction term is simple. We write the Coulomb contribution in 
the form 

£ f Uo(x - x')V x [0ZA>m V'x [$•£p^]{x') 
Joo 

(5A.9) 

and note that in this expression 9^2,[Df, — a], after substituting (5A.2), is equivalent to 
^m Eil-^Vi' — 2p smfl] = 9— ^ D(pi. With this last ingredient, the mapping is complete 
and yields the result (5.3.9). 

5B C-S mapping in the presence of a tunnelling t e rm 

Integration over the C-S gauge fields in the presence of a tunnelling term proceeds along 
the same lines as in Appendix A. The remnant of the free action is now given by 

-Ani • 5 f r e e 

^ " * ' - ' . - . o m remnant 
Joo 

2D-<piVx(9D:fi) - ODtpi x d-Dtpi (5B.1) 

— 2" / (2pm9 + l)a x cLa — 2m / 8a x È — 4n / dr (d0^i — ivAax)(T, x0) 
J OD J OO J T\ 

and we have to substitute 

2p Sm 
2pm6(y)+l 9(y) V Ötpi + Vft + 5 m I V a r c t g ^ (5B.2) 

with Ln as defined in (5.4.5). Eq. (5B.2) would suggest that one can obtain an action 
of precisely the same form as in Appendix A from (5B.1) (minus the tunnelling term at 
.To) by redefining f! according to fi' = fi + SmZ-arctg^^20"- However, whereas ft satisfies 
V x V J Î = 0, we have V x Varc tg £ 5 £ a = — 2nS(x—x0). This means that apart from the free 
part of (5.3.9) (containing fl' instead of fi) we get extra contributions at XQ. The axd-a 
part of (5B.1) gives rise to the following 

J OO 

. I V a r c t g ^ + 20Y, V^> + 2Vft (5B.3) 

Integrating by parts and discarding all derivatives of step functions (which yield ƒ terms 
that we have already accounted for), we move all the derivatives in [• • •] to the left so that 
they can operate on the arctg. This gives 

4717? \%9j2d-<Pi + 2am( l - 2 ^ ) c L { Z a r c t g ^ } + 2(1 - 2pv0)d-Sl (So)-

(5B.4) 
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Notice the factor of 2 that has popped up in front of the arctg term. Its origin lies in the 
fact that dx and dy do not commute when acting on arctg. We have 

ô„ôy = V x V + fy0, (5B.5) 

and the V x V produces an extra delta function. From the ax E part of (5B.1) we get 

2m f 0A_V xa —> -8TT pv9 f d r .4_(f0) . (5B.6) 

The Jar part of (5B.1) gives 

7T / d r < d0<pi 4n d r < d0<p, — iv&Lp s„ ̂O^Dxtfj + il - 2pi/0)dx{Cl + s m I a r c tg X-XQ ' 

y-yo ' 

(5B.7) 

Adding (5B.4), (5B.6) and (5B.7) we find 

S'::i = -i I ' d r I do^(xo) - 2 p ^ % 0 ) £ D0(p,{x0) \ (5B.8) 

where we have defined 

<Pi(x) = <pi{x) - 2psmü(x) - 2pL<xctgffo. (5B.9) 

Now we deal with the interaction term, in the same way as in Appendix A. Again we can 
write 

0 £ ) ( £ „ , . - 3 ) — • f l i C ä f c . . (5B.10) 

Only one subtlety is left: because of the presence of the arctg in <p, the relation V x D ( f , = 
— B gets altered. We have 

VxD<pi = -B' ; B\x) = VxÂ(x)-2p8(x-x0) (5B.11) 

which reflects the fact that there is extra flux at x0-

5C Tunnelling d.o.s. resulting from neutral modes 

The result Sout (5.4.10) is obtained from the expectation value (exp — i<Pk\TTX) as follows. 
The field (pk decomposes into charged and neutral modes according to (5.3.14). From the 
action (5.3.15) we find the correlations for the diagonal modes, 

(r(r2)r(r1)) = Mn(r2-r1) ; (Tfcfo^fa)} = fc^M^ - n) (5C.1) 

and (7fcT) = 0. Evaluation of (exp — i(pk\T
r]) for arbitrary k then yields the tunnelling 

exponent 

| m | - l , , , | m | - l 

•Jout — T 
1 fc-1 V l -1 1 V (1 l 

2-*> a(a + 1) ~ u k ^-! \a a + l v k -̂—' a(a-\-1) v k ^—f \a a + 
a=k a—k 

2p+l + - - - ^ - . (5C.2) 
m \m\ 
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